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Radar Transmitters

Advanced RF Systems

Power Converters

PowerMod™
Transportable Radar Transmitters
Systems in Action

DTI builds compact, turn-key transmitter systems for a wide range of fixed and
mobile radar and RF applications. Turn-key systems typically include all required
electronics between the power source and the vacuum electron device (VED)
or RF output device, as well as power distribution units, transmitter controls,
environmental controls and cooling/air conditioning networks. Subsystem
configurations for integration into existing systems are also available.
DTI’s high voltage solutions encompass breakthrough, high performance power
supplies, pulse modulators, voltage regulation, and advanced control systems. RF
VEDs include magnetrons, TWTs, klystrons, IOTs, CFAs, gyrotrons, and gridded
tubes.

DTI’s radar transmitters offer:
• Compact solid-state topologies
Solid-state

klystron

transmitter

prototype

replacement for the TPS-75 radar. Delivering 117
kV at 80 A to load (from 2 kV/800 A switched), the
unit modulated 8.0 μs pulses at 275 Hz, duty factor
.22%, for an average power of 21 kW.

• Precision pulse control
• State-of-the-art controls
• Rugged design for years of reliable operation
• Complete cooling systems
• Integrated fault detection with full, internal protection and µs response
• Deployment-ready, turn-key solutions
• “Plug and Play” retrofits to complete systems in transportable shelters
• MIL-QUAL compliance for ground, ship, air, and undersea applications.

Compact 1MW pulsed magnetron transmitter.
This unit seamlessly interfaced with the existing
C-Band system (HVPS, modulator driver, control,
and tank) to produce ultra-stable RF output.
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Previous Work
Transportable X-Band and S-Band Transmitters
In 2008 DTI delivered X-band and S-band solid-state, transportable radar transmitters configured in
standard 40 foot, weatherproof ISO shelters to the U.S. Government.
X-Band System
The X-band radar transmitter’s shelter, seen below, houses a high-power RF amplifier, two 200 kW
high voltage switching supplies, and capacitor bank. The shelter also houses a power distribution unit,
transmitter controls, environmental controls, and cooling/air conditioning systems.
A second enclosure, located behind the antenna, shelters a single high power TWT, filament and grid
power supplies, and a solid-state modulator. It also includes a fast opening switch to protect the tube and
transmitter.
S-Band System
The S-band radar transmitter’s shelter [not pictured] houses a high-power RF amplifier, four 200 kW high
voltage switching supplies, combined modulator/capacitor bank, and filament and grid power supplies all
supporting four TWTs.

Shelter interior, displaying the typical
arrangement of transmitter components
(above) and graphical user interface
(below).

Additional systems housed within the shelter include a power distribution unit, a tube stand, transmitter
controls, environmental controls, and cooling/air conditioning systems.

Weatherproof shelter housing transportable transmitter components.
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